Introduction 1
Assembly systems have been widely studied in the last decade given their 2 practical interest and applications. An assembly owshop is a hybrid pro-3 duction system where various production operations are independently and 4 concurrently performed to make parts that are delivered to an assembly line 5 (Koulamas and Kyparisis, 2001 ). In assembly systems, a wide variety of -6 nal products can be made from a given number of dierent assembled parts.
7
Assembly programs represent relationships between the dierent parts which 8 must be assembled from a set of suppliers.
9
Nowadays a single supplier or production factory is rare. As a matter of 10 fact, production systems with more than one production center (named dis- 
30
The processing times of each job in the machines are known in advance, 31 non negative and deterministic. In FSPs, a number of assumptions are made 32 (Baker, 1974) : all jobs are available for processing at time 0; machines are 33 continuously available (no breakdowns); each machine can process only one 34 job at a time; each job can be processed in only one machine at a time; once 35 the processing of a given job has started in a given machine, it cannot be 36 interrupted and processing continues until completion (no preemption); setup times are sequence-independent and are either included in the processing times or ignored; innite in-process storage is allowed.
Literature review 75
The DPFSP can be viewed as a generalized version of the PFSP. This 
80
In the PFSP, more attention has been paid to makespan minimization.
81
The practical implication is obvious: minimizing the makespan leads to the 82 minimization of the total production run (Framinan et X kj + X jk ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, j > k
C ij ≥ C ik + p ij + (X kj − 1) · M ∀k, j = k, i Y ls + Y sl ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , t − 1}, s > l
CA s ≥ (C mj · G js ) + pp s ∀j, s
CA s ≥ CA l + pp s + (Y ls − 1) · M ∀l, s
C max ≥ CA s ∀s (13) X kj ∈ {0, 1} ∀k, j, k = j
Y ls ∈ {0, 1} ∀l, s, l = s
CA s ≥ 0 ∀s 
183
For the assignment of jobs to factories, the two rules, of Naderi and Ruiz
184
(2010) are used.
185
1. Assign job j to the factory which has the lowest current C max , (NR 1 ).
186
2. Assign job j to the factory which has the lowest C max after including 187 job j, (NR 2 ).
188
Using these two factory allocation rules, three heuristics are presented to 189 schedule jobs.
191

Heuristic 1 192
We rst introduce some necessary notation. An example with n = 9, 193 m = 2, f = 2 and t = 3, this is, 9 jobs, 2 factories with a owshop of 194 two machines each and three products to assemble, is employed to explain 195 expressions and heuristics in detail. Table 2 Table 2 : Processing times of the jobs and assembly processing times of the products for the example. 
Heuristic 2 256
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262
A detailed explanation is shown in Pseudocode 2.
263
Pseudocode 2 Outline of the H 21 /H 22 heuristic.
-Determine partial job sequences of products using proposed algorithm based on FL heuristic (π h : partial job sequence for product h) -Calculate the earliest start time to assemble each product h, E h , using NR 1 and NR 2 to assign jobs of the partial job sequences, respectively for H 21 and H 22 -Sort E h in ascending order for all the products to obtain product sequence, π: {π(1), π(2), . . . , π(t)} -Construct complete job sequence (π T ) by putting together all partial job sequences (π h ), following the product sequence, π -Assign all jobs of π T to factories using N R 1 to make H 21 and using N R 2 to make H 22
The last example data is also used to clarify the second proposed heuristic. Table 3 shows the C mj of the jobs, the partial job sequence for each 278 product, after applying the SPT rule and E h of product h in the columns for 279 the example. Table 3 : Job completion times on the last machine of production stage, products partial job sequence and earliest start time for assembling each product for the example.
Product sequence π is {3, 2, 1} after sorting E h in ascending order. The 281 complete sequence π T after putting together the partial jobs sequences of 282 each product is: {7, 5, 1, 9, 8, 2, 6, 3, 4}. After applying NR 1 to this sequence 283 we obtain a C max of 51. The C max for NR 2 is 50. products increases, fewer jobs will be dedicated to each product on average, 439 so nding a better partial job sequence for each product is easier.
440
As seen, apart from a few isolated cases, the eect of type of solver, one 441 thread (serial computing) and two threads (parallel computing) and time 442 limit (900s and 3600s) are not statistically signicant. Table 7 provides the summarized results of the MILP and the average 456 algorithm deviations from the best known solution for the small instances.
457
They are categorized by n and f .
458
As we can see in Table 7 , it is clear that the mathematical model is unable It is obvious that heuristic 2 performs better than heuristic 3 in both 518 small and large instances.
519
The interaction between algorithms and n has no signicant eect on the 
536
The algorithms' CPU time consumption is summarized in Table 8 . Simple Table 8 541 shows, in the VND H 32 algorithm, factors n = 500, t = 30 and f = 4 are the 542 most CPU time consuming.
543
The VND methods try to improve the output of simple constructive al-544 gorithms and it is logical that take more time than simple constructive al-
545
gorithms to solve problems. To compensate, VND algorithms report smaller
546
RPD values than simple constructive algorithms. As Table 8 shows, the mini- 
